Material / Assembly

Robert Sproull, Jr.
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MASONRY
Week 03

Week 04

Week 05

The first material explored is
masonry. The Three Little Pigs
project (presented to the left) is
introduced, and in this particular
part of the work students meet
with the ceramics department for
a primer on working with clay. In
contrast to the craft oriented
approach found in the world of
Art, students take a field trip to a
local brick manufacturing facility
where they experience the
contrast between the craftman
and the industrial processes.

Comparative time
line for typical
class format
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Week 02

MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
The course begins with a focus
on material properties, fundemental concepts of materials,
and the topic of building as it
relates to design intent.

SOILS &
FOUNDATIONS

Week 01

WOOD/TIMBER/
LIGHT WOOD FRAME

material
assembly
class format

WOOD
Week 06

The second material explored is
wood. Field trips to an industrial
saw mill and cabinet maker are
coupled with introduction to
joinery by wood shop staff.

Sydney Huibregtse and Taylor Christensen

Material Project: Wood
We began our design process by discussing possible forms and connections
we could use in our project. From there,
we delineated our idea in Rhino.

The journey to create our block began
with a trip to Van Nostrand Cabinet Co. in
search of a more refined and rare selection
of wood. From their scrap pile we managed to gather Red Oak, Oak, and various
shades of Cherry Wood. In addition to our
scrap wood we used Pine and Bass wood.

We cut the board in 5”x5”x2” pieces, then
laminated the pieces to form the thickness
needed for each piece. We then bandsawed the shapes from these blocks.

Front Side

From once neglected wood we made
several cuts and came out with eleven
pieces. Two pieces required more custom
cuts which had to be done by the hands
of shop Steve before their assembling.
Standing in front of a project in shambles
we laminated all of our pieces together.

After the pieces were cut, we sanded our
edges. Once the faces were smooth, we
applied our stains to the pieces. We waited 10-15 minutes before removing excess
stain from the surface, then let the pieces
dry for several hours.

Michael Brudi / Scot Langland

Final Product

Making sure every edge is
flush is essential in the lamination process
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Week 09

CONCRETE
The third material iteration is
concrete. Students take a field
trip to a local pre-cast concrete
producer’s factory, where they
see the large scale process that
they are mimicing in their class
project. This porducer offer
technical expertise and raw
materials to be utilized by
students.

MASONRY

Week 08

the material project / professors sproull & salvas

the wood project

Starting with pre-laminated
blocks of red oak, pine,
and aspen, we prepared
to build a multi-pieced,
complex wood cube.
Hammering in a Spline
intensifies the difference
in color qualities between
wood types and provides
significant strength for
this aspen corner to join
the cube.

We used various hand
tools to refine the edges
after laminating, readying
them to be assymbled
into a cube..
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wood

After the design, the next step was to create
the mold that would eventually give us the
desired concrete form. The mold was made
up of five pieces of 1/2” thick cabinet grade
plywood screwed together. The pieces that
would carve into the cube were made by
laminating several sheets of high grade foam
together and then sanding them down to the
desired shape. The foam peices were then
caulked to the wood, which was sealed with
four coats of lacquer.

use this font for adding
notes at the ends of leaders. always justify to the
side
of theand
leader!!
Tongue
groove

Late stages of design phase
Sheets of foam were laminated
and then sanded down to the
desired form

Our concrete mix was made up of only three
parts: portland cement, sand, and water. The
addition of a rough aggregate for strength
did not seem necessary considering the size
of the block.

Acetone was used to burn out the foam
pieces left over from the mold

Mixture:
-2 lbs. Portland Cement
-8 lbs. “Castone Grade” Sand

Above: Top view of the finished product.
The team symbol was hand carved into the
block.

/ professors sproull & salvas
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Bowers + Bryant

Wood Craft
Our main goal for this project was to use a series
of simple joints with an array of pieces to highlight the natural beauty of each type of wood.
We began with a selection of red oak,
pine, poplar, and aspin for their contrasts in
colors, grains, and densities. Next, we tried to
arrange them in a way to explore different joint
types. We planned on using various hand tools
due to the finite nature of the project. With this,
we ran into several problems: first, the hand
tools we purchased turned out to be fairly low
quality resulting in rough percision. This along
with our selection in low quality wood gave
us very undesirable results. After the lamination process most of our pieces were unsalvagable due to warping and unclean edges.
After a trip back to the home improvement store and a visit to the architecture shop, our project seemed to be headed
in the right direction. Power tools gave us
a new edge in percision cutting; however,
dispight our careful selection in wood, we
could not avoid the inevitable: warping.
The central red oak piece experienced the most severe warping affecting the
surrounding seams. From here, our efforts focused on eliminating gaps in seams and trying
to create strong joints without the use of glue.
We attempted the following joints: a
simple dowel joint connecting the bottom, a
mortise and tenon joint joining the red oak and
pine pieces, and lastly a spline joint for the final
poplar piece that gave the cube added strength.
In retrospect, we would have capatalized on the shop’s percision power tools Lastly, we took these refined masses and
sooner, and found a more reliable vendor aranged them in a way to minimize imperfecfor wood. This would have given us time tions for the joint making process. [This is
to refine each joint, making the cube more where we experienced warping problems]
flush, and ultimately allow the cube to be
assymbled and re-assymbled with ease.

wood

Michael Brudi / Scot Langland (Logo: Key)

M + M: Conrete Project
To answer the problem of creatvily forming a
5” x 5” concrete cube to show its plastic nature and workablility my partner and I formed
a cube with a “perspective void” running
through it, and two curves on two corners.

Finger joints

-water as needed

Linseed Oil was used to bring out
the best qualities in the varied
shades of wood

Final wood block completed October 3, 2011
/ professors sproull & salvas

After making the
cuts, the pieces were
bonded with wood
glue and allowed to
dry under pressure for
at least 6 hours.

The pieces were then
sanded, and two
coats of Minwax®
wood finish were
applied using a small
cloth.

The dry pieces were then sanded to prep
them for a wood finish. The first coat was
applied with a cloth, and the excess finish
was removed after about 10 minutes. The
blocks were then allowed to dry overnight
before a second coat was applied. Three
colors of Minwax® wood finish were used:
Natural, Jacobean, and Red Chestnut. After
the finish had set and dried, the team symbol was hand carved into the smallest piece.

Mortis and Tenon

After some intense sanding and TLC
our project was ready to be stained.
We decided Linseed Oil would best
complement the collage effect that our
various types of wood had created.

Final Product

the material project

michael lewandowski & carlos hernandez

construction
Our 5”x5”x5” wood block consists of three individual pieces that are held together by three
different joint types. Each piece is made up
of six 3/4” thick layers of select pine and four
1/8” thick basswood sheets stacked to reach
the 5” height requirement. Since the layered
units are all rectangular, only a mietre saw was
needed to make the cuts. The cut layers were
then bonded together with wood glue, secured in clamps, and allowed to dry overnight,
resulting in three interlocking pieces. The pattern in which the layers were stacked left void
spaces that made up the joints. The two larger
pieces are connected by finger joints. The
smaller one is joined to the others with a mortis
and tenon joint and a tongue and groove joint.

Late stages of the design
phase

After letting the glue dry over night we then
installed our two dowel joints through the
use of the drill press and dowel centers.
A mishap with the drill press gave our
project a temporary carpentar-bee effect
before applying putty to the blemishes.

After they were done drying, we joined the
pieces and carved our bird insignia on the
wood.

Week 07

M + M: Wood Project
The completion of our 5”x5” wood
block was done by combining three
pieces, each dependent on one another, using two types of joints: dowel,
and a modified tongue and groove.

Once we confirmed our plan with Steve,
we purchased the necessary supplies
for our design. We purchased a 9’x1’x2”
board of red oak, laminating glue, clamps,
and stains.

wood

Kevin Laferriere and Jeremy Davis
We performed three separate
pours, in one hour intervals, adding
slightly more pigment each time to
achieve a gradient. The plywood and
foam formwork was coated in Pam
which acted as a release agent. After
each pour, the next layer of foam pieces
was introduced to the form. We also
placed metal screws into the vertical
corner pieces for extra support. We then
allowed the concrete to cure for approximately two days before removing it from
the form work.

In our design, we wanted to
explore the plasticity of concrete. We
also wanted to reinterpret the concept
of “void” given in the prompt. Rather
than taking a solid mass and subtracting
from it, we wanted to use the medium to
GH¿QHHGJHVWKDWFUHDWHGVSDFHVZLWKLQ
the block.The shape was conceived by
hand-sketching, then digitally modeling
the block on Rhino. This also helped us
determine the dimensions of the formwork components that we would need to
make.
The outer piece was made of
cabinet grade pine plywood. After the
pieces were cut, we sprayed them with
lacquer to form a waterproof coating
on the wood surfaces. Once the mold
was screwed together, all interior seams
were sealed with caulk. This ensured
that no water would escape the mold
as the concrete cured. The other components of the formwork were made
of insulation foam faced with museum
board.
For our mix, we used a ratio of
1:2:3 (by volume), Portland cement to
sand to aggregate (paver base). The
water to cement ratio was 1.5:1, reVXOWLQJLQDIDLUO\ÀXLGFRQVLVWHQF\:H
were unsure how the paver base would
perform since it is essentially clay, dirt,
VDQGDQG¿QHJUDYHO:HXVHGLWEHcause it contained the small aggregate
for which we were looking. We also
wanted to experiment with color, so red
pigment was another added component.

Above: The three unfastened, finished pieces.
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The Process
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wood

Kevin Laferriere and Jeremy Davis

From the start, we wanted our design
to involve some central element completely
penetrating the entire cube. We also wanted
to incorporate different types of wood (red
oak, aspen, and poplar) and stain (special
walnut and golden maple). We wanted our
design to involve some sort of progression
from dark to light, and we also wanted the
square peg to stand out from the surface on
which it was flush. Our initial design involved
two major components joined together by a
split dado joint and a long peg, which held the
third piece in place, passing through the entire
cube . Eventually the third piece and the peg
were united to become a single component.
Once our design was finalized, a set
of building plans was produced digitally to
aid in preparation and construction. Most
of the cuts were made using the circular and
band saws. Once the pieces were cut, the
lamination had to be coordinated and managed over the course of several days because
most of the pieces feature the square void
that allows the peg to pass through them.
The square was achieved using the mortise
and tenon machine. This was perhaps the
most demanding part of the project. Absolute precision was necessary to ensure that
the peg would pass through each piece at
its center. Once all of the components were
completed, they were sanded and stained.
We attempted to apply our identifying mark by
staining it into the wood; however, it proved
to be unsuccessful. Insead, we scraped
the stain off of the surface of one of the end
pieces with the end of an X-acto blade. After
this process was done, some additional sanding and modification of the pieces was performed to make dissembling the cube easier

the concrete project / professors sproull & salvas
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concrete

The cube was done in two pours seperated
by a waiting period of thirty minutes. After
waiting two days for the concrete to cure the
mold was dissassembled and acetone was
used to burn out the foam pieces.

Complete mold (lacquered
and caulked)
the material project
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wood

concrete project

Each material was measured to the
precise amount desired

Concrete Project / professors sproull & salvas

The Final Product

Quinn &Jaslin

Process
Form Work

Our first attempt at our diamond
shaped concrete block taught us a great
deal. We constructed our form work out of
wood and pink styrofoam. When we went to
pour our concrete we sprayed the entire
mold with lacquer to discover that lacquer
eats stryofoam. We then made changes to
our formwork by recutting the styrofoam and
coating it with spackle. We hoped the
spackle would protect the stryofoam from
disentegrating and prevent water damage.
After making changes we poured our
concrete mix but again ran into promblems.
The stryofaom pieces were not secured with
caulk, as a result, the peices floated to the
top and ruined our form work. When we took
the form work off after letting the concrete
cure, it also revealed the left over spackle on
the concrete. This aspect was not professional quality as the spackle easily chipped
off.
In our second attempt we tried to
.
create
a more sufficient form work as well as
improve on our concrete mix. Instead of
stryofoam in our form work we decided to
use foam core. Foam core enabled a more
precise cut, a smoother edge and a
substance that would not disintegrate with
the application of pam. We used extra glue
and caulked the edges of the foam core to
prevent from the pieces slipping off again
when the concrete was poured. We also
added acryllic diamonds to this form work in
an attempt to create a variety in texture with
the concrete. For our mix we attempted to
use less water and more sand. We used a
ration of one part cement and five parts sand
in order to replace the missing portion of
three parts aggregate.

Hand mixing of the concrete was done
until a consistent product was reached
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Attempt 1
The use of styrofoam and spackle produced a poor
result. The quality of the concrete was also brittle and lacked
strength probably due to a lack of sand in the ratio and too
much water.
Weight

Attempt 2
The changes to the form work produced satsifactory
shapes. The concrete quality was still disappointing as the
sand ration was too high this time. We refrained from using
coarse aggregate in our mix- due to the detailed nature of our
form work. However in another instance we would most likely
use coarse aggregrate to achieve higher strength and fewer
air bubbles.
Weight

use this font for adding
notes at the ends of leaders. always justify to the
side of the leader!!

Recipe
1 part portland cement (18 oz)
2 part sand (36 oz)
Water (10 oz)

Recipe
1 part portland cement (20 oz)
5 part sand (100 oz)
Water (24 oz)

Final Result of our 5”x 5” diamond pattern concrete cube.
The concrete project was very enjoyable mainly because concrete is an interesting and fun material to work with.
We were suprised to learn the extent of the elastic capabilites of concrete. With this understanding of elasticity we
then realized how significiant a well crafted form work is to the overall quality of the finished product because
concrete will reveal almost any minor line or cut in a piece of wood. We also learned the importance of ratios in a
concrete mix. The slightest variation in any ingredient will have a significant influence to the overall result. From
observing our own product and others it appears that sand mixtures lacked strength and quality compared to the
coarse aggregate mixtures. Sand mixtures were sandy in composition and contained numerous air bubbles where
mixtures that contained coarse aggregate were much smoother in composition.
arch 3320 / materials and methods I / fall 2011 /

Concrete

Week 10

STEEL
Week 11

Students attend a field trip to a
Birmingham, Alabama steel mill.
They see first-hand the industrial
process utilized by the construction industry at a facility that
produces 90% of its product with
recycled materials.

FOUR LITTLE PIGS
STEEL

Week 12

Week 13

GLASS AND
INSULATION

Week 15

Week 16

Week 17

ASSEMBLY TYPES/
OPERATIONS

Information on assemblies is
presented in a quasi-Albertian
format. The course approaches
these topics by investigating
building elements and discussing
the relationships between those.
Assembly types are the first topic
covered.

STEEL CONTINURED

Week 14

Students take part in a class
competition to insulate a 5” cube.
They work with the department of
kinesiology to test a pre-designed
wood and glass box for thermal
efficiency. The only requirement is
that the material the cube is filled
with may not typically be used as
an insulation. The top three
insulation materials recieve a
bonus grade.

Traditionally seminar teaching of construction systems utilizes several
methods to convey information: readings from established texts,
topical lectures, and iconic case studies, all sequenced and
formatted to follow the Construction Specification Institute’s (CSI)
organization of topics. While these techniques have their value, this
overall method tends to arrange and prioritize information into a
series of material silos; (wood, masonry, steel, etc.). This often results
in an isolated, desk bound learning experience that fosters passive
engagement by the student. It tends to meet NAAB’s first goal of
understanding a topic, but falls short of conveying an ability to apply
the new ideas encountered in building technology classes. This
poster outlines an adjusted approach at one university where
information is organized and taught to expose translational learning
opportunities through an applied knowledge of construction materials
and methods.
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In the newly re-visioned Materials and Methods sequence, emphasis is placed
on integrating seamless notions of material and assembly through projects and
lectures that foreground and background the two issues simultaneously. In the
first class of the series, Materials and Methods I, material properties are
foregrounded in lectures and hands-on projects to provide a foundation for
future inquiry, and are further supported by strategic industry manufacturing site
visits. Assembly is deceptively emphasized as well through the careful crafting
of project statements and their requirements for success.
In the second class of the series, assembly moves to the foreground while
space and its inherent qualities become the covert focus. This occurs through
quasi-Albertian groupings of generalized building elements and systems;
frames, floors, roofs, walls, screens, etc. Within this structure a variety of hybrid
construction methods are covered providing a more accurate portrayal of
assemblies encountered in practice. These subjects are investigated through
in-depth team-based charrettes designed to require careful consideration of
material selection and assembly methods, and thoughtfulness toward the
spaces they delineate.

Four Little Pigs, (shown above) is an ongoing investigation within the building
technologies sequence of classes in a Bachelor of Architecture program. In
these exercises students explore how raw materials are transformed into
building materials. These hands-on inquiries, in the form of four well-crafted 5”
cubes (masonry, wood, concrete and insulation), are constrained in various
ways and coupled with field trips to parallel manufacturing facilities where the
students witness firsthand how each specific material they are working with in
class is also created for the building industry. Each project is unique to the
students creating them. These studies employ the method of ‘learning through
making’ as a way of understanding of the inherent properties of the basic
materials with which architects build. For masonry, students are asked to
focus on the precision of each brick which are fired in the ceramics
department. For wood they are required to spit the cube into three distinct
pieces and connect them using joints discussed in class. The concrete cube
must display the plastic capabilities of the material, and for the final block,
students select an atypical, everyday material and test its thermal properties in
the Department of Kinesiology.

Students are required to document their design and production process. They
must record the details regarding how the cubes were crafted, and produce a
document that is presented to the class at the end of each investigation.
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FRAMES
Week 19

Frames are explored initially as the
structure that supports the other
building elements. Student
projects include specific assignments that force engagement with
structure on a detail level.

CONCRETE

Week 18
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Week 20

PLATFORMS/
FLOORS

Week 22

WALL/ENVELOPE

Week 23
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Vertical planes are covered in a
multitude of material assemblies.
Thermal properties are covered in
class through case study and
conceptual lectures. These topics
correspond to specific charrette
topics assigned to student teams
in the class.
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Horizontal planes are covered
after frames. Topics include
relationships to structure as well
as that to vertical planes.
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GLASS/INSULATION

Week 21

HYBRID ASSEMBLIES

Week24

Week 26

Week 25

Week 27

SPECIALTIES

Week 29

Week 30

HOLDING CELL FOR A SUPER HERO/RE-MATERIALIZED
CASE STUDIES

Week 28

The final portion of the class
covers specific systems that allow
flows through buildings. They
included conveyor nd vertical
circulation systems, sun-shading,
and MEP. The final project requires
students to synthesize the
information presented throughout
both classes

In teaching material assemblies the method of ‘learning through drawing’
is applied. Teams of students are asked to investigate several different
assigned problems and produce a set of accurate and precise details to
meet each project’s requirements. In a Holding Cell for a Superhero
(shown above left) teams of students are asked to detail the holding cell
of a designated comic book superhero/villain. Each character is assigned
specific weaknesses that must be exploited through the design of the
project. Superman might require kryptonite reinforcement in the structure.
The Green Lantern might have to be housed in a cell comprised mostly of
wood. Storm could need tight spaces to emphasize her claustrophobia.
The holding cell must retro-fit into an assigned building section, and
through material choices or assemblies must be able to withstand the
super powers of their assigned character. At least one wall of the cell
must be exterior, and must include a metal rain screen panel system that
appears unassuming (so as to not alert the city dwellers to what is
housed within). All solutions must describe flashing and water-proofing

strategies, fire-protection, insulation, and a steel sub-structure for the
rain screen system as well as any other elements required for this wall
section. These must integrate with the holding cell assembly.
Re-materialized is a final assignment for the materials and methods
course sequence that asks students to consider the implications of
changing structural and envelope systems on canonical buildings. The
projects are once again completed in small groups, and the buildings
and system alterations are assigned.

Teams are asked to describe the construction and system
implications, but must examine the design consequences as well.
How does an increase in the depth of a beam change the spaces
below it? How is the daylighting affected by changing a screen
material from ceramics to wood? Does the new system meet the
design objectives better or worse than the as-built version?

Examples of investigated buildings include Torre Agbar by Ateliers Jean
Nouvel, The New York Times Building by the Renzo Piano Building
Workshop, The Seattle Public Library by Office for Metropolitan
Architecture, and One Omotesando by Kengo Kuma. Often, the
solutions to the assigned problems are irrational by nature, and this
allows students crystalize the need for selecting appropriate building
construction systems.

Open
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